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**Provider**: Skyfold  
**Provider No.**: J756

**Program**: Acoustic Separation using Motor Driven Operable Partitions  
**SKY 0003**

**Length**: 1 hour

**Credits**: 1 Learning Unit  
**HSW**: YES

**Description**: The objective of this course is to provide design professionals with a thorough understanding of the available motorized acoustically rate movable partitions used in interior applications.

**Learning Objectives**:
1) To understand the importance of flexible space division - acoustic separation, revenue generation
2) To compare and contract three types of electrically powered partitions
3) To understand the acoustical performance properties, options available and how to best enhance performance
4) To understand the structural considerations of these dynamic systems and the impact on the overall design of the building.
5) To compare overall considerations for the various types of motorized acoustical partitions.

**How Taught**: The CES facilitator determines in advance the specific learning objectives and the experience level of the audience. Using a PowerPoint presentation, the facilitator discusses the issues of interest and concern to the participants by showing relevant portions of the program. Feedback will be obtained by asking questions and posing situations to the group. At the end of the presentation, there may be an informal test after the program.

**A/V Needed**: Electrical power and screen for PowerPoint presentation. Facilitator provides laptop or USB key.

**Target Audience**: Architects, interior designers, specifiers, owners, facility managers, building operators, and other design professionals in the commercial market. Ideal audience size is 6-50. The experience level of the audience will be assessed ahead of time so the facilitator can accommodate his/her remarks to meet the audience's needs.

**Facilitator Qualifications**: All Skyfold Division or Skyfold distributor CES facilitators receive formal training on CES guidelines and presentation skills and are certified by Skyfold to give this program.

**Contact**: Kim Graaskamp, National Sales Manager  
Skyfold  
325 Lee Avenue, Baie d'Urfe, Quebec, Canada H9X 3S3  
Phone: (514) 457-4767 • Fax: (514) 457-7111  
E-mail: Kim_Graaskamp@skyfold.com  
Website: www.skyfold.com